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UBS and Numarics plan to form strategic partnership 

 

Together with Numarics, UBS facilitates everyday life of small and medium-sized enterprises  

with digital solutions and takes a further step towards a fully integrated ecosystem for 

corporate clients in Switzerland. 

 

Zurich, 6 July 2023 – Today, UBS announced plans to form a strategic partnership with Numarics with the aim 

to digitize and expand financial and administrative solutions for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in 

Switzerland. Administrative tasks cost SMEs a lot of time and are often a challenge in their daily routine. 

Through this partnership, UBS and Numarics plan to create solutions that will seamlessly combine and simplify 

accounting, time consuming administrative tasks and banking services for SMEs – the focus hereby lies firmly 

on the consistent mobile-first user-approach. UBS has also made an investment in Numarics through its 

venture and innovation unit, UBS Next. 

 

”The planned strategic partnership with Numarics is another important milestone in the development of new 

and integrated offerings and the expansion of the UBS ecosystem for SMEs. The offerings aim to go beyond 

traditional banking and help SMEs manage their day-to-day business efficiently,” says Alain Conte, Head 

Corporate & Institutional Clients Switzerland at UBS.  

 

As a strong banking partner for SMEs in Switzerland, one of UBS’s key strategic priorities has been to 

continuously expand its offering for these clients. Since 2022, UBS offers its clients access to products and 

services from select partner companies on their UBS marketplace to simplify daily business tasks. UBS provides 

an open and standardized interface that systematically enables easy technical integration with new and 

established partners. This ensures SMEs have a holistic range of digital financial solutions tailored to their 

needs. Numarics is also offering its digital services on the UBS marketplace. 

 

Kristian Kabashi, Co-Founder and Co-CEO of Numarics says, ”At Numarics, we are revolutionizing business 

operations by combining the power of technology and world-class experts. We're excited to welcome UBS 

Next as our lead investor in this new round. Their financial expertise and backing will enable us to broaden 

our client base and expand our business. In addition to this investment, our partnership with UBS will enable 

us to deliver comprehensive financial and administrative solutions to ease the administrative headache and 

help growing businesses across Switzerland.” 
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About Numarics 

Numarics is a Swiss Fintech startup that is revolutionizing business operations through its multiplatform 

integrated SaaS solution. By combining AI, machine learning, and the expertise of certified auditors and 

business consultants, Numarics is transforming the way organizations operate. The company was founded in 

2020 by Kristian Kabashi and Dominique Rey. Numarics provides a complete, innovative, and secure financial 

management solution that eliminates the need for using disparate accounting and finance software, 

empowering SMEs to save time and improve business efficiency. Numarics has a team of over 100 experts 

and a strong presence in Switzerland with nine offices located throughout the country. The company also has 

offices in Belgrade, Serbia, and Pristina, Kosovo. 
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Disclaimer  

This document and the information contained herein are provided solely for information purposes, and are not to be construed 

as a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments in Switzerland, the United States or any 

other jurisdiction. No investment decision relating to securities of or relating to UBS Group AG, UBS AG, UBS Switzerland AG or 
their affiliates should be made on the basis of this document. UBS undertakes no obligation to update the information 

contained herein.  

 
This document contains statements that constitute “forward-looking statements.” While these forward-looking statements 

represent UBS’s judgments and expectations concerning the matters described, a number of risks, uncertainties and other 

important factors could cause actual developments and results to differ materially. For a discussion of the risks and uncertainties 
that may affect UBS’s future results please refer to the “Risk Factors” and other sections of UBS’s most recent Annual Report on 

Form 20-F, quarterly reports and other information furnished to or filed with the US Securities and Exchange Commission on 

Form 6-K. UBS’s Annual Report on Form 20-F, quarterly reports and other information furnished to or filed with the US 
Securities and Exchange Commission on Form 6-K are also available at the SEC’s website: www.sec.gov. 
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